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1 Introduction and Context 

This submission is provided on behalf of the Applicants for authorisation (AA1000541), being existing 

access holders and access seekers in respect of the Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal (DBCT), located in the 

Port of Hay Point, south of Mackay in Queensland. 

It provides a response to the submissions received by the ACCC on 19 February 2021 in respect of the 

interim authorisation application, including aspects of the submissions provided by Dalrymple Bay 

Infrastructure Management Pty Ltd (DBIM) and the Queensland Competition Authority (the QCA). The 

Applicants will provide a further submission in the near future with expanded responses of greater 

relevance to the substantive application for authorisation. 

The Applicants note their disappointment with the continued unwarranted accusations that feature in 

DBIM's submissions.  However, the Applicants place their trust in the ACCC to assess the merits of the 

application, and look beyond DBIM's inflammatory language. Therefore the Applicants have determined 

to simply continue to engage with the very limited substantive points raised by DBIM. 

For completeness, the Applicants wish to confirm for the record that they are very conscious of their 

obligations under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA) and applicable international 

competition and anti-trust regulation, have ensured that all regulatory activities of the DBCT User Group 

have been conducted in compliance with those obligations and have applied for (and are awaiting) 

authorisation before engaging in any collective negotiations due to their commitment to that compliance. 

2 Need for Interim Authorisation remains 

As the ACCC is aware, the QCA published a stakeholder notice on 3 February 20211 indicating that the 

QCA: 

intend to release the final decision on the 2019 DAU as soon as reasonably practicable. We remain 

confident that the timing of release of the final decision will allow sufficient time for the approval of a new 

access undertaking when the 2017 undertaking notionally terminates on 1 July 2021. 

The QCA has not sought further submissions, such that the Applicants continue to anticipate that the 

QCA will imminently provide a final decision approving a negotiate-arbitrate model. 

DBIM's initial submission confirmed that it intends to commence negotiations following that final decision, 

such that the Applicants continue to envisage that as of March 2021 they will need to have interim 

authorisation to be able to engage in a collective negotiation. 

As previously submitted by the Applicants, because negotiations are anticipated to commence 

immediately upon provision of the QCA's final decision, it is not appropriate to wait until the QCA's final 

decision has occurred because: 

(a) that necessarily creates a timing gap between the QCA final decision and the ACCC 

authorisation decision, during which DBIM will seek to progress negotiations where users 

and access seekers will not be able to collectively negotiate; and 

(b) that provides no opportunity for users and access seekers to collectively prepare for the 

anticipated negotiation – which is critically important to enhancing the prospects of an 

informed and efficient negotiation occurring. 

For completeness, the Applicants also note that judgment remains pending on DBIM's judicial review 

application which is seeking to remove the declaration of the DBCT coal handling service (and thereby 

remove QCA regulation), and if QCA regulation was removed by those proceedings that would also be 

anticipated to imminently trigger negotiations. 

 

1 QCA, Stakeholder Notice – DBCT Management's 2019 Draft Access Undertaking, 3 February 2021 
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Accordingly, while there has been a very short delay in the anticipated timing for negotiation, their 

remains a clear and present need for interim authorisation. 

3 QCA Submission – Authorisation is not prejudicial to the undertaking process 

The Applicants note the QCA's submission which expressly rejects DBIM's principal argument against 

interim authorisation being granted – namely the assertion that interim authorisation will interfere with the 

QCA's consideration of DBIM's 2019 draft access undertaking (the 2019 DAU) and thereby cause 

irreversible harm.  

The independent regulator responsible for making that decision has now expressly confirmed to the 

ACCC that:2 

we do not share DBCTM's view on this matter. We consider that the ACCC should assess the 

authorisation application on its merits, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the CCA. This 

includes the application for interim authorisation … We do not consider that any decision made by the 

ACCC on the application will interfere with our consideration of the 2019 DAU, or with the 

development and release of our final decision on the DAU. 

Accordingly, the Applicants consider it is now beyond doubt that DBIM's assertions of this nature should 

be rejected and do not present a justification for not granting interim authorisation. 

Consistent with the Applicants' previous submission, that is unsurprising given that: 

(a) participating in the collective negotiation would remain voluntary, such that any users or 

access seekers which were convinced that benefits could be provided by bilateral 

negotiations could still pursue that;  

(b) the authorisation provides an outcome (i.e. protection under the CCA) which the QCA is 

not empowered to provide through the terms of an undertaking no matter how appropriate 

the QCA considered it to be; and 

(c) ACCC authorisation does not compel the QCA to come to any particular decision in 

respect of the 2019 DAU. 

4 DBIM Submission  

4.1 DBIM raises no new issues 

The DBIM Submission largely repeats many of their assertions from their earlier submission. 

However, to allow the ACCC to continue to make a decision on interim authorisation as soon as possible, 

the Applicants have sought to provide additional responses to particular points below. 

4.2 Collective negotiations and the Existing User Agreements 

DBIM initially asserts that 'collective negotiations are inconsistent with the existing contractual framework 

for existing users'.3 

However, as a review of clause 7 of the Standard Access Agreement demonstrates, that assertion cannot 

be sustained because the existing user agreements do not prohibit or prevent a collective negotiation.  

While clause 7 refers to a review by the parties, if anything, the terms of clause 7 strongly suggest a 

collective negotiation was envisaged given it states:4 

 

2 19 February 2021. 

3 [9.1] DBIM Submission, 19 February 2021. 

4 Clause 7.2(b) Standard Access Agreement. 
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Each review … is intended to be undertaken at the same time, in conjunction with, and on the 

same basis as reviews under other User Agreements which are in terms similar to this Agreement 

where a similar review is due at the same time. 

The Applicants submit a collective negotiation is in fact the most consistent outcome with the terms and 

intent of the existing user agreements (while acknowledging that, as would remain possible under the 

authorisation, a bilateral negotiation is clearly also possible). 

The body of DBIM's submission seems to implicitly acknowledges that 'inconsistency' cannot be made out 

and so resorts to the lesser claim that 'users' access agreements have been treated as, and have 

operated independently of, all other access agreements' and the 'existing contractual structure does not 

contemplate any collective negotiation'.5 

However, that is a view of the origins and basis of the access agreement terms that does not reflect 

actual events. 

In fact, the actual position is: 

(a) the same standard user agreement was executed by all existing users of DBCT at the 

time of privatisation; 

(b) all existing users' access agreements continue to be on materially the same terms in 

relation to clause 7 (a fact which was accepted in the declaration review process); 

(c) all existing users have, since the introduction of QCA regulation, paid access charges 

based on a common QCA reference tariff (i.e. all users have paid identical tariffs); 

(d) the QCA reference tariff has been set during the QCA's decision in relation to the 

appropriate undertaking terms, with the users and access seekers of DBCT typically 

making common regulatory submissions to the QCA in that process through the DBCT 

User Group; and 

(e) no existing users have contracted 'non-reference tonnage' (a fact which is confirmed by 

the socialisation based revisions to the reference tariff that have occurred under the QCA 

regime where the reference tariff tonnage noted has been equal to the contracted 

capacity of the terminal) – such that all existing users agreements are known to be being 

'charged on the basis of terms that in all material respects align with the Reference 

Terms'6. 

In other words, the existing user agreements have always operated together, and the terms on which the 

DBCT coal handling service has been provided, including pricing, have always been materially uniform 

across all user agreements. 

Given that, clause 7.2 expressly envisages a joint review process across all user agreements on similar 

terms (which, factually, is all existing user agreements), and that they were always intended to operate 

consistently, the Applicants consider it is clear that the existing contractual framework supports the 

potential for a collective negotiation. 

For completeness, the Applicants also note that section 116 of the Queensland Competition Authority Act 

1997 (Qld) would clearly empower the QCA to enable a collective arbitration, and doing so would be 

consistent with the requirement in section 196 to conduct arbitrations as speedily as a proper 

consideration of the dispute allows. 

 

5 [75]-[76] DBIM Submission, 19 February 2021 

6 See definitions of Reference Tonnage and Non-Reference Tonnage in the 2017 Access Undertaking 
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4.3 'Threat' of multiple arbitrations 

DBIM continue to assert that authorisation would enable the existing users to use the threat of multiple 

arbitrations to 'circumvent the negotiation process' and 'prejudice the interests of other users or access 

seekers'.7 

That is a strange assertion indeed given it is the difficulty, costs and inefficient outcomes that are 

anticipated to arise from multiple negotiations and arbitrations which have driven the Applicants to seek 

authorisation in the first place. 

In any case, the first part of DBIM's assertion rests on DBIM's assumption that a collective negotiation will 

automatically result in the Applicant's collectively adopting an unreasonable pricing position in 

negotiations with DBIM by following the most 'aggressive' and 'unreasonable' price advocated for by any 

user.8 

Yet, DBIM's underlying assumption: 

(a) is inconsistent with the Applicant's stated purpose for seeking authorisation – namely to 

collectively negotiate an appropriate price (and if needed to pursue a single collective 

arbitration) to avoid the need and cost for multiple arbitrations ; 

(b) is inconsistent with all of DBIM's own submissions that the QCA arbitrations will provide 

an appropriate price (such that, based on their own submissions, DBIM would clearly not 

regard multiple arbitrations as a credible threat in response to which they would accept a 

price below the efficient costs of providing the service and it would be irrational for the 

Applicants to consider they would achieve such a price through such threats);  

(c) simply does not acknowledge that participation by a user in a collective negotiation would 

be voluntary and where DBIM can convince an existing user that there are benefits in 

negotiating separately that avenue remains equally available with authorisation – such 

that they are not locked into pursuing an unreasonable common outcome; and 

(d) requires the ACCC to assume that the Applicants will act contrary to the rational and 

economic incentives they will face – as they will be highly incentivised to not to be 

dragged into unnecessary arbitrations (involving significant costs and on DBIM's theory 

presumably a higher 'reasonable' price being found by the QCA) by being part of a 

collective pursuing unreasonable outcomes in negotiations. In DBIM's unrealistic 

hypothetical environment where the collective negotiating position was an unreasonable 

price cap, users would be incentivised to seek bilateral negotiations. 

In stark contrast to DBIM's view that such a result is 'almost certain' – DBIM facing threats of multiple 

arbitrations unless they agree to an unreasonably low price cap is evidently an incredibly unrealistic 

result. 

The Applicants reaffirm that they are not seeking to circumvent the negotiation process, but to enhance it. 

They are simply seeking to engage in the negotiation collectively, so as to lower transaction costs and 

make the negotiations more informed and effective.  

The second part of DBIM's assertion (about collectively negotiating users prejudicing others) is similarly 

flawed.  

In particular it: 

(e) is inconsistent with the Applicants clear request in the application that all future users and 

access seekers, have the benefit of the authorisation; 

 

7 [18]-[20] DBIM Submission, 19 February 2021 

8 [95] DBIM Submission, 19 February 2021. 
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(f) fails to acknowledge that the proposed (and current) access undertaking specifically 

regulates the issue that DBIM raises about whether the costs of an expansion should be 

socialised or differentially priced9  – and provides for that to be the subject of a specific 

ruling by the QCA having regard to clearly specified principles (not a matter for 

negotiation under the access agreement); 

(g) does not recognise that clause 7 of the Standard Access Agreement and existing user 

agreements specifically requires the review and arbitration to have regard to the terms of 

the undertaking – such that this QCA price ruling will be given effect to; 

(h) again, is inconsistent with DBIM's own submissions that the QCA arbitrations will provide 

an appropriate price (such that, based on their own submissions, DBIM would clearly not 

regard multiple arbitrations as a credible threat in response to which they would accept a 

charging mechanism which would undermine their potential for future expansions, and it 

would be irrational for existing users to consider they would achieve such a result through 

such threats); 

(i) fails to acknowledge that an existing user can be an access seekers – such that they 

would not agree to a collective position that damaged access seekers; and 

(j) does not recognise that if this was actually a risk, the Applicants would not include access 

seekers (which they do). 

Accordingly, the Applicants consider it is clear that DBIM's assertions that authorisation will lead to threats 

of multiple arbitrations should be rejected and do not present a reason to oppose interim authorisation.  

The Applicants emphasise that the whole purpose of the authorisation is to either avoid arbitrations 

through a successful collective negotiation or, if an arbitration is required, avoid multiple bilateral 

arbitrations through a single collective arbitration.  

4.4 Costs of collective negotiations and arbitrations 

As DBIM's own submissions acknowledge, the only negotiations anticipated with existing users relate to 

the price of access to DBCT,10 which is a common service, provided by common infrastructure, under the 

same contractual and regulatory framework applicable to all users. 

Yet, despite that, DBIM also asserts that transaction costs will increase from a collective negotiation due 

to alleged complexities of coordination and differences in users' individual circumstances.11 

The Applicants strongly reject those assertions. In particular: 

(a) there will self-evidently be substantial cost savings from engaging a single legal adviser 

and single economist relative to each individual user having to be separately advised and 

represented; 

(b) where the appropriate price of the common service is the only issue to be negotiated (as 

provided for in clause 7 of the user agreements and acknowledged by DBIM), it is difficult 

to see how the complexities DBIM speculates about would actually arise; 

(c) DBIM's views about differences in services have been previously rejected with the QCA 

having previously determined that there is effectively a single core common coal handling 

service provided at DBCT;12 

 

9 Section 5.12 and 11.8 DBIM 2019 Draft Access Undertaking (and sections 5.12 and 11.11 of the existing DBCT access 

undertaking). 

10 [123] DBIM Submission, 19 February 2021.  

11 [160]-[161] DBIM Submission, 19 February 2021. 

12 QCA, Draft Decision – DBCT Management's 2019 Draft Access Undertaking, August 2020 at 43 
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(d) the Applicants (through the DBCT User Group) have consistently stated in all 

submissions to the QCA that they see no benefit in customised terms – because they see 

no scope for materially different terms; 

(e) the Applicants (through the DBCT User Group) have provided common instructions to a 

single external legal adviser, economists and other technical specialists for submissions 

to the QCA in both the declaration review and multiple draft access undertaking 

processes without incurring significant coordination costs of the type DBIM speculates 

would necessarily arise or the appointment of a separate 'independent negotiator';  

(f) the significantly greater costs of bilateral negotiations are not somehow removed because 

DBIM is required to provide some information as to how it has calculated its offer price – 

the negotiation of an appropriate price will necessarily require consideration, analysis and 

scrutiny of that price and the basis on which it is proposed; 

(g) in any case, DBIM's submissions to the QCA have actually sought to oppose information 

requirements being included in the access undertaking in respect of disclosure of 

information to existing users;13 and 

(h) DBIM's insistence that the value of the service to an individual user is an arbitration 

criterion which would complicate a collective negotiate – fails to acknowledge that the 

actual arbitration criteria in the Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld) they 

refer to is the value of the service to 'the access seeker or a class of access seekers or 

users',14 such that the Applicants envisage the appropriate class for a collective 

arbitration will be all of the existing users and that criteria will be entirely compatible with a 

collective negotiation.  

5 Relevance of QCA Regulation and DBIM Refusal 

While the Applicants intend to provide a further submission on issues concerning the substantive 

authorisation application, and all of DBIM's other points were addressed in previous submissions of the 

Applicant, a short summary of the key points in regard to DBIM's two other principal submissions are 

noted below: 

Relevance of QCA 

Regulation 

• The statutory test for authorisation under section 90 of the CCA requires 

the ACCC to be satisfied that the conduct proposed to be authorised will 

provide net public benefits.  

• It does not require the ACCC to be satisfied that DBIM is an unconstrained 

monopolist, that the QCA approach is inappropriate or that authorisation 

will respond to the specific competition harm found in the declaration 

review. 

• Authorisation can (and will) act as a compliment and enhancement to the 

QCA's regulatory arrangements, in a way that the QCA is not empowered 

to provide – through enabling reduction in costs, increasing the information 

that users will have access to, and improving the bargaining position of 

users and access seekers.  

• The fact that the QCA regime may provide some degree of assistance with 

those matters does not mean that the authorised conduct cannot provide 

further benefits. The QCA has, in fact, expressly indicated that it does not 

 

13 DBIM Submission on QCA Draft Decision, 23 October 2020 at [132] 

14 Section 120(1)(e) Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld) 
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consider its role is to only approve the most appropriate possible 

undertaking or consider whether other variations would have been 

preferable.15 

• If the QCA itself believed that authorisation would not provide benefits, it 

would not have been raised by the QCA's chair during the stakeholder 

conference and presumably would have been raised by the QCA in its 

submission to the ACCC. 

• This is clearly not a case of 'forum shopping' – the Applicants are seeking 

to improve the effectiveness of negotiations and arbitrations occurring 

within the QCA Act regime. Seeking declaration of the DBCT service 

under the national access regime with a view to obtaining arbitrations of 

access disputes by a different regulator would be more like forum 

shopping. 

Relevance of DBIM 

Asserted Refusal to 

Collectively Negotiate 

• Excluding the benefits of collective negotiations because of DBIM's 

assertion they will not collectively negotiation is not consistent with the 

statutory test or the ACCC's approach – which, as per the Port of 

Newcastle authorisation decision, appropriately involves assessing the 

benefits of conduct if it is engaged in by the parties;16 

• DBIM misapplies the previously commentary about 'mere possibilities' or 

'speculative' benefits – because that commentary relates to excluding 

benefits that are merely speculated might arise from the conduct sought to 

be authorised – they are not about ignoring real benefits that will arise if 

the conduct is engaged on the basis that another stakeholder asserts they 

will actively seek to try to prevent the conduct occurring; 

• A monopolist will typically indicate they will refuse to collectively negotiate 

– that does not mean they actually will once authorisation is provided;  

• If authorisation was not provided on this basis it would never be possible 

to authorise collective negotiation; 

• It is possible that the QCA will ultimately consider it appropriate to compel 

DBIM to engage in collective negotiations to the extent that is authorised 

by the ACCC (which has been raised as a live issue in submissions to the 

QCA); and 

• Even if DBIM did ultimately refuse to collectively negotiate, authorisation 

would still provide public benefits by allowing 1) joint engagement of 

experts to inform individual users about what might constitute appropriate 

pricing for the service, and 2) enabling the QCA to require a joint 

arbitration if it considered it appropriate. 

6 Conclusion  

For the reasons set out above, the Applicants consider that interim authorisation and authorisation for 

collective negotiation (and, where required, collective arbitration) of access terms and pricing with DBIM 

should be granted. There is nothing raised in the DBIM submissions which warrants doing otherwise. 

 

15 QCA, Draft Decision – DBCT Management's 2019 Draft Access Undertaking, August 2020 at 17. 

16 ACCC, Determination - Application for authorisation AA1000473 lodged by NSW Minerals Council and mining companies to 

collectively negotiate with Port of Newcastle Operations Pty Ltd all terms and conditions of access relating to the export of coal from 

the Port of Newcastle, 27 August 2020 at 20-21. 
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In particular: 

(a) the submission of the QCA unequivocally confirms that no harm will be caused to the 

QCA's consideration of DBIM's undertaking by a decision granting interim authorisation;  

(b) it is clear that there will be public benefits from collective negotiations (and if necessary 

arbitration) in terms of transaction costs, information asymmetry and mitigating an 

inequality of bargaining power; and 

(c) it is clear the proposed conduct will not cause any detriment or lessening in competition, 

either during the period of interim authorisation or a final authorisation. 

Please do not hesitate contact John Hedge of Allens on  or Ken Moore of Anglo American 

Metallurgical Coal (as current chair of the DBCT User Group) on the contact details provided in the 

original application if you have any queries in relation to aspects of this submission. 




